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A semi-infinite bubble advancing into a planar tapered channel
D. Halpern
Department of Mathematics, University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa, Alabama 35487

O. E. Jensen
Division of Applied Mathematics, School of Mathematical Sciences, University of Nottingham,
University Park, Nottingham NG7 2RD, United Kingdom

~Received 18 July 2001; accepted 16 October 2001!

We consider two problems in which a semi-infinite bubble moves into a uniformly convergent
two-dimensional channel under creeping-flow conditions. In the first~steady! problem, the bubble is
stationary with respect to the channel walls, which move away from the channel vertex parallel to
themselves, each entraining a liquid film of uniform thickness; the appropriate flux is provided by
a line source at the channel vertex. In the second~unsteady! problem, the channel walls are fixed and
the bubble is drawn at a constant speed towards the channel vertex by a line sink. In this case the
bubble interface assumes a self-similar shape, and wedge-shaped films are deposited on the channel
walls. The boundary-element method, supported by asymptotic approximations, is used to compute
flows over a range of bubble speeds~measured by a capillary number Ca! and wedge anglesa. In
the steady problem, the deposited film thickness increases monotonically witha at low Ca, but
diminishes with increasinga at sufficiently high Ca. In the unsteady problem, the film thickness was
found always to increase with botha and Ca. In both cases, the dimensionless pressure drop across
the bubble tip can be nonmonotonic ina. Implications of these results in modeling coating and
peeling flows are discussed. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1426393#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The problem of a semi-infinite bubble advancing into
uniform planar channel at zero Reynolds number, trea
originally by Bretherton1 and investigated subsequently b
numerous workers,2–7 has widespread application to coatin
flows,8,9 two-phase flows in porous media10 and certain top-
ics in physiological fluid dynamics.11,12 In the absence o
inertia, the problem is parametrized by a single dimensi
less quantity, the capillary number Ca, which measures
relative importance of viscous to capillary forces. As t
bubble advances, a film is deposited on each channel w
with faster-moving bubbles depositing thicker films. Breth
ton showed how the film thickness can be predicted exp
itly when Ca!1 using lubrication theory; for Ca>0.01, how-
ever, the film thickness must be determined by finding
complete flow numerically.

Many applications, such as roll coating8,13 or the peeling
apart of wet membranes,14 involve the motion of a bubble in
a channel of nonuniform width. Provided the channel wid
varies sufficiently slowly with distance, the ‘‘Bretherton
problem ~at arbitrary Ca! emerges naturally as an ‘‘inner
asymptotic problem at the tip of the advancing meniscus2,15

Matching the Bretherton problem to the surrounding ou
problems requires knowledge of the deposited film thickn
and the net pressure drop across the bubble tip, each as
tions of Ca. If the channel width varies too rapidly wi
distance, however, then the effects of wall taper in the in
4311070-6631/2002/14(2)/431/12/$19.00
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problem are significant, and existing predictions of fil
thickness and pressure drop are inadequate. Channel tap
an important consideration in roll coating, where it can ha
a stabilizing effect on the critical value of Ca at which fi
gering instabilities develop.16–18 In the human microcircula-
tion, red blood cells can deform significantly as they sque
through small blood vessels with an irregular cross-sect
the gap between the red blood cell membrane and the c
lary wall can be very small but the angle of inclination th
the gap makes with the vessel axis may be significant, req
ing changes to the standard lubrication theory equation19

Similarly, taper is an important factor limiting the accura
of current asymptotic models of peeling processes. In p
ticular, in work that motivated the present study,20 in which
we treated the propagation of a semi-infinite bubble into
liquid-filled, flexible-walled channel~a simple physical
model for the reopening of an initially liquid-filled lung
airway!,12 it is shown how the effects of channel taper on t
Bretherton problem can have a direct bearing on the pres
required to peel open a collapsed lung airway.

In order to investigate the influence of channel taper
the thickness of the film deposited behind an advanc
bubble, and on the net pressure drop across the bubble
we consider here two model problems in which a sem
infinite bubble advances into a planar, uniformly taper
converging channel. In the first problem~described in Sec.
II !, a bubble is at rest in a wedge-shaped channel, the w
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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of which move outwards parallel to themselves@Fig. 1~a!#,
each entraining a film that has uniform thickness far from
bubble tip. In the second problem~see Sec. III!, a bubble is
drawn into a tapered channel having fixed walls by a sink
the channel’s vertex@Fig. 1~b!#; here the bubble assumes
self-similar shape as it moves steadily into the vertex, dep
iting wedge-shaped films on the channel walls far from
vertex. In each problem, the boundary-element method
used to solve the Stokes equations and to determine th
terfacial shape. Numerical predictions of the deposited fi
thickness and pressure drop are checked against approx
tions valid for small wedge anglea or small Ca. Taper is
shown to have unexpected and differing effects in the t
problems. Implications of the results are discussed in Sec

II. A STATIONARY BUBBLE IN A TAPERED CHANNEL

A. The model

Consider the steady motion of a semi-infinite bubb
which displaces fluid of viscositym in a wedge subtending
an angle 2a at its vertex, as shown in Fig. 1~a!. We assume
symmetry about the midplane of the channel. The motion
driven by a line source placed at the vertex of the wedge
by the motion of the walls, which move parallel to them
selves and away from the vertex with steady speedU. The
source strength is chosen so that the bubble interface rem
stationary. Leta be the vertical channel half-width at th
bubble tip, so the bubble tip lies a distancea cota from the
vertex. A film is swept onto the channel walls, having u
form thicknessla far from the bubble tip.

Takingg to be the uniform surface tension at the bubb
interface, we scale lengths ona, speeds ong/m, pressure on
g/a, and take the pressure in the bubble to be zero.
problem is then parametrized by the wedge anglea and the
capillary number Ca5mU/g. Neglecting the effects of iner
tia, the flow is governed by the dimensionless continuity a
Stokes equations,

05“"u, 052“p1¹2u, ~1!

whereu andp are the dimensionless velocity field and pre
sure, respectively. We introduce dimensionless Cartesian
ordinates (x,y), so that the wall lies aty5x tan a in x
.0, the bubble tip at (cota,0), and the bubble interface a
y5h(x) for x>cota whereh(cota)50, as shown in Fig. 2.
Sufficiently far from the bubble tip, close to the vertex, t
flow is described by a local solution given in Sec. II B belo

FIG. 1. A semi-infinite bubble in a planar, tapered channel, driven b
source or sinkS. In ~a! the bubble is stationary, the channel walls mo
outwards parallel to themselves; in~b! the walls are fixed and bubble ad
vances steadily towards the vertex maintaining a self-similar shape.
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On the bubble interface, which has unit normaln and curva-
ture k, the stress boundary condition and kinematic con
tion are

t [s•n5kn, u•n50, ~2!

where t is the stress vector on the interface ands52Ip
1“u1“uT is the stress tensor. Symmetry abouty50 re-
quires that for 0,x<cota,

uy~x,0!50, v~x,0!50. ~3!

On the wally5x tan a,

u5Ca~cosa,sin a!. ~4!

The deposited film thicknessl(Ca,a), which must be deter-
mined as part of the solution, dictates the value of the v
ume flux,

E
h

x tan a

u dy5l Ca, ~5!

which must be uniform through the flow domain~where for
convenience we defineh[0 in 0,x,cota).

B. The flow near the vertex

To compute the flow near the vertex driven by the co
bined effects of the moving wall and the source, we int
duce a streamfunctionc(r ,u) dependent on polar co
ordinates (r ,u) ~see Fig. 2!, so that u5(cu /r ) r̂2c r û.
Given ~1!, c satisfies the biharmonic equation,

¹4c50. ~6!

Exploiting the linearity of~6! and the boundary condition
~3!, ~4!, we let c5c11c2 , wherec1 and c2 describe, re-
spectively, the flow due to the motion of the walls and t
flow due to the source at the vertex. Letc15rg1(u) and
c25g2(u), where@from ~6!# g1 andg2 are solutions of

g1-812g191g150, g2-814g2950.

The boundary conditions on the flow driven by the movi
wall are @from ~4!# g18(a)5Ca, g1(a)50, and @from ~3!#
g1(0)5g19(0)50; this flow has zero net flux. For the pure
radial source flow~a low-Reynolds-number Jeffery–Ham
flow!, ~4! implies g28(a)50, and symmetry demands tha
g2(0)5g29(0)50. Thus

g1~u!5Ca
u cosu sin a2a cosa sin u

sin a cosa2a
, ~7a!

a
FIG. 2. Coordinates and variables for steady bubble motion.
cense or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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433Phys. Fluids, Vol. 14, No. 2, February 2002 A semi-infinite bubble in a tapered channel
g2~u!5S
sin 2u22u cos 2a

sin 2a22a cos 2a
, ~7b!

where 2S52g2(a) is the strength of the source. By ma
conservation~5!, S is related to the deposited film thickne
by S5l Ca, indicating that a source is necessary to bala
the flux of fluid carried off beyond the bubble tip. Th
streamfunction near the vertex also has contributions tha
self-similar solutions of the corresponding homogene
problem.21,22 For the range of wedge angles investigat
here, however, these are significantly smaller than the
inhomogeneous solutions given in~7! for sufficiently smallr.
The structure of the near-vertex flow in the limita→0 is
described in Sec. II E below.

The pressure near the vertex is

p'p1~r ,u!1p2~r ,u!1pk , p152
g1-1g18

r
,

p252
g2-

2r 2
, ~8!

wherepk(Ca,a) is a constant contribution to the pressure
by the flow away from the vertex and the condition that t
bubble pressure is zero. Below we shall compute what
call the net pressure drop across the bubble tip, which
define as the~negative! vertex pressure distribution~8! ex-
trapolated to the bubble tip,

Dp52@p1~cot a,0!1p2~cot a,0!1pk#. ~9!

The aim of the computations presented below is to
termine the deposited film thicknessl(Ca,a), the pressure
drop Dp(Ca,a) and the interface shape as functions
bubble speed Ca and wedge anglea.

C. Boundary-element method

We solve the problem formulated above using t
boundary-element method, which is well suited to solvi
Stokes flows with free boundaries.6,23 Using Green’s theo-
rem, an integral equation involving the velocity and stress
the surfaces of a domain is derived from~1!,

Ckiui~x!1E
G
Tik~x,y!ui~y! dS~y!

5E
G
Uik~x,y!t i~y!dS~y!, ~10!

wherex represents the position vector of a point on the s
faceG ~as shown in Fig. 3!, Cki is a matrix which allows for

FIG. 3. The computational domain.
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a jump in normal stress, andt5s•n is the stress vector. The
kernelsUik andTik are given by

Uik~x,y!52
1

4p S d iklogux2yu2
~xi2yi !~xk2yk!

ux2yu2 D ,

~11a!

Tik~x,y!52
1

p

~xi2yi !~xj2yj !~xk2yk!nj~y!

ux2yu4
. ~11b!

The domain of integration shown in Fig. 3 is divided into
segments. Along each segment either a velocity or st
condition is applied in~10!, enabling the unknown stress o
velocity field on a given boundary to be uniquely dete
mined. Along the bubble interface AB the stress conditi
~2! is enforced, and an iterative procedure described belo
used to satisfy the kinematic boundary condition. On
channel wall CD the velocity~4! is specified, and~3! is im-
posed on the symmetry line EA. The domain is trunca
along two arcs of circles~DE and BC!, with radii R15OD
and R25OC, respectively, where 0,R1,cota,R2. R1 is
chosen to be sufficiently close to the vertex for the flow to
described by the self-similar solution given in Sec. II B.R2

is chosen to be sufficiently large for the deposited film to
uniform and the flow unidirectional.

The surfaces are covered with quadratic elements,
the velocity and stress fields are approximated using loc
quadratic polynomials over each element. A dense system
linear equations for the unknown stresses and velocitie
the form Hw5Gt is obtained, wherew2 j 215uj , w2 j5v j ,
t2 j 215tx j , t2 j5ty j for j 51, . . . ,N, N being the number of
node points. With the exception of the diagonal entries ofH,
the entries ofH andG are computed by evaluating the lin
integrals using either a regular Gaussian quadrature ru
the node pointx is not on an element, or a logarithmi
Gaussian quadrature rule if it is. The diagonal elements oH
are determined from the off-diagonal elements by solving
system of equations analytically for a uniform velocity fiel
The size of matrixH is 4N34N but G is a 6N36N matrix
that allows for jumps in the stress vector at the end-points
elements. This is important at corner points of the dom
where the normal vector abruptly changes direction. Mix
velocity–stress conditions are applied at corner points as
lows. On the node point on one side of a corner atj 51, say,
(w1 ,t2) is specified whereas (t1 ,w2) is specified at the sam
node point on the other side of the corner, so that the
knowns aret1 on the first side andt2 on the second side
Here a vector of the form (•,•) is associated with each nod
point, with prescribed horizontal and vertical components
described above. The resulting system of equations is so
using Gaussian elimination.

An iterative procedure is used to determine the shape
the bubble. For a given film thicknessl, a bubble shape is
initially assumed so that the traction on the bubble surf
can be computed. The boundary-element equations are
solved for the unknown velocities and stresses. Since
computed surface velocity does not satisfy the kinema
boundary condition, the initial shape is then perturbed, a
the displacements normal to the initial node points on
cense or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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bubble surface are determined iteratively using Newto
method until the kinematic boundary condition at each no
point is satisfied to a certain degree of accuracy.

There is an added complexity at the corner point D
the wall where the wedge flow is applied, sincet15tx1 and
t25ty1 are linear combinations of the shear stress and
pressure, given by

t1
(arc)5cosa s rr 2sin a s ru , ~12a!

t2
(wall)52sin a s ru2cosa suu . ~12b!

Here the stress components are determined from the
similar flow near the vertex~Sec. II B!,

s rr 52p1
2

r 2
g28~a!, suu52p2

2

r 2
g28~a!, ~13a!

s ru5
1

r
„g1~a!1g19~a!…2

1

r 2
g29~a!. ~13b!

Note that the constantpk in the pressure@see ~8!# is not
known, but it can be determined in conjunction with t
displacement field by ensuring that

t1
(wall)1t2

(arc)5sin a ~s rr 1suu! ~14!

is satisfied.
To ensure that results were not dependent on the le

of the computational domain, the boundary-integral eq
tions were computed until the bubble interface near B in F
3 was parallel to the wall. When necessary, the numbe
node points on the bubble surface was increased, in par
lar near the bubble tip, in order to capture accurately regi
of high curvature. Because of the quadrature rules use
evaluate the boundary integrals, we were not able to cons
cases with Ca,0.01 for which the deposited film is ver
small. Between 100 and 300 node points were used, wita
ranging from 1.5° to 45° and Ca between 0.02 to 10.

Computational results are presented in Sec. II F bel
First, we describe two important limits that can be used
provide independent tests of our numerical results.

D. Solution for Ca ™1

When Ca!1, lubrication theory may be employed, fo
lowing Bretherton1 and numerous subsequent authors.3,5–7

The deposited film thicknessl!1, and to leading order the
bubble tip forms a circular arc of radiusR5 cosa/(1
2sina) which meets the wall tangentially. Letz measure
distance along the upper wall from the contact point. Lub
cation theory implies that the deposited film thicknessg(z)
satisfies1

3g
3pz5Ca(g2l) wherep52gzz. Rescaling, set-

ting g5lG(j), with z5lj/(3 Ca)1/3, the film thickness is
governed by the Landau–Levich equation,24

G3Gjjj512G, G→1 as j→` ~15!

which appears in many coating-flow problems.9,25,26 This
equation has a unique solution for whichG; 1

2G2j21G0 as
j→2`, where G2'0.64304 andG0'2.89964. Since,
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away from the wall, the bubble has uniform curvature 1/R,
g;z2/(2R) where the film meets the bubble, which requir
that

l~Ca,a!;~3 Ca!2/3G2

cosa

12sin a
, for Ca!1. ~16!

The first correction to the bubble radius curvature isR
2lG0 , so the leading-order pressure drop across the me
cus is

Dp~Ca,a!;
12sin a

cosa
„11G0G2~3 Ca!2/3

…,

for Ca!1. ~17!

The next correction toDp is the O(Ca) contribution from
the bulk flow ahead of the meniscus.

E. The limit a™1

For small wedge angles the problem described in S
II A reduces to the Bretherton problem for a bubble in
parallel-sided channel.1 The self-similar flow near the verte
described in Sec. II B is dominant along the majority of t
channel ahead of the bubble tip@since neglected eigenfunc
tions decay like r c/a for some constantc5O(1) as
r→0],21,22 and @from ~7!#

g1;Ca
u

2 S u2

a2
21D , g2;lCa

u

2a S 32
u2

a2D . ~18!

Thus fora!1, c1 describes a parabolic velocity profile be
tween walls moving with constant speed Ca; an adverse p
sure gradient ensures zero net flux.c2 denotes a parabolic
velocity profile between stationary walls with flow ratelCa
driven by a favorable pressure gradient. The pressure di
bution along the axis of symmetry is approximately

p'2
3 Ca

a~12X!
1

3l Ca

2a~12X!2
1pk , ~19!

where X512ra measures distance from the meniscus
over a longO(1/a) lengthscale. Thus towards the bubble t
asX→01,

p'pk1
3 Ca

2a
~l22!1

3 Ca

a
~l21!X1O~X2!, ~20!

implying that the pressure distribution in the liquid far fro
the vertex, but a few channel widths upstream of the bub
tip, has a mean value plus an approximately linear gradi
This is exactly as one would expect for bubble motion in
parallel-sided channel with a Poiseuille flow ahead of
bubble. In this limit,

Dp'2Fpk1
3 Ca

2a
~l22!G , ~21!

so that for fixed Ca,pk is singular asa→0 but Dp remains
bounded.

We anticipate that asa→0, l;l0(Ca) and Dp
;Dp0(Ca), wherel0 andDp0 are previously computed so
lutions of the Bretherton problem~e.g., Refs. 4, 6!, regres-
cense or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 4. Comparisons between boundary-element res
~solid, BEM!, low-Ca asymptotics@~16!, ~17!, dashed,
LUB# and the composite approximation~22! based on
data from Ref. 4~dot–dashed, COM1! and the regres-
sion formula of Ref. 6~dotted, COM2!: ~a! l and ~b!
Dp vs Ca fora5p/60.
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sion formulas for which are given in the Appendix. Mot
vated by~16!, ~17!, which show how the film thickness an
pressure drop scale on the radius of curvature of the bu
tip asa increases, we define the composite approximatio

l̂5l0~Ca!
cosa

12sin a
, D p̂5Dp0~Ca!

12sin a

cosa
, ~22!

which we use below in validating numerical results. Sin
l̂2l0 and D p̂2Dp0 are bothO(a) as a→0, we may use
~22! to verify computational results for either small Ca
small a.

F. Results

In order to assess the accuracy of the results obta
from the boundary-element method, comparisons are
made with results for small wedge angles~Fig. 4! and low
Ca ~Fig. 5!. In Fig. 4, the film thickness and the pressu
drop are plotted versus Ca fora5p/60. As expected from
the Bretherton problem,l increases with Ca, agreeing wit
the two-thirds power law~16! at very small Ca and leveling
off at large Ca. Also as expected, the pressure drop incre
with increasing Ca~we expectDp}Ca for Ca@1, making
the dimensional pressure drop independent ofg in this limit!.
The composite approximation given by~22!, based on two
independent sets of numerical data,4,6 works well over the
whole range of Ca for these low values ofa.
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The effect of varying wedge angle for Ca50.02 is ex-
amined in Fig. 5. As anticipated from~22!, increasinga
leads to an increase inl and a decrease inDp. The fall in
pressure drop arises because, at low Ca, capillary eff
dominateDp, and increasinga reduces the bubble tip cur
vature and henceDp. There is good agreement betwee
boundary-element data and the composite approxima
~22! based on Reinelt’s data4 for the film thickness at smal
a, although the boundary-element data deviate from the
mula as the wedge angle increases, indicating the first n
trivial effect of channel taper. As suggested in Fig. 4, lub
cation theory provides a poor approximation of fil
thickness because Ca.0.01.

The effects of taper on film thickness and pressure d
are illustrated in Fig. 6, wherel andDp are plotted versus
a/p for fixed CaP@0.02,10#. This figure shows the mos
striking prediction of these computations, namely th
whereasl increases witha for low Ca @as seen already in
Fig. 5, and as indicated in~16!#, for large Ca ~e.g., Ca
510) the deposited film thickness diminishes with an
creasing wedge angle~for a sufficiently large!. The exis-
tence of a maximum in thel vs a curves is not anticipated
from any approximate analysis, and arises through the in
ent nonlinearity in the problem. The value ofa at which this
maximum film thickness occurs decreases with increas
Ca. The closer spacing of the large-Ca curves asa increases
cense or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 5. Comparisons between boundary element res
~solid, BEM!, low-Ca asymptotics@~16!, ~17!, dashed,
LUB# and the composite approximation~22! based on
data from Ref. 4~dot–dashed, COM!: ~a! l and~b! Dp
vs a/p for Ca50.02.
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in Fig. 6 suggests thatl, which always increases with Ca fo
fixed a, asymptotes to its final value more quickly at largea
than at smalla. A qualitative explanation for this behavior i
that increasinga reduces the curvature of the bubble ti
lessening the importance of capillary effects, so that visco
dominated~large-Ca! behavior arises more readily. This e
fect is not captured in the composite approximation~22!,
since Ca appears independently ofa in ~22!. Similarly, while
the pressure drop falls with increasinga at low Ca, Fig. 6~b!
shows that it can increase witha at sufficiently large Ca.
Diminishing film thicknesses with Ca large anda increasing
may lead to elevated viscous pressure losses that appe
Dp.

The influence of Ca anda on bubble shape is shown i
Figs. 7 and 8. Note that, due to symmetry, only the upper
of the wedge is shown, and cota has been subtracted from
the x coordinate so that bubble tip is at the origin. At sm
wedge angles@Fig. 7~a!#, the deposited film thickness and th
bubble tip curvature increase with Ca, until Ca is lar
enough for viscous effects to dominate over surface ten
effects and, as in parallel-sided channel problem, the sh
becomes insensitive to the value of Ca. At larger wed
angles@Fig. 7~b!#, the bubble approaches its large-Ca sha
at a lower Ca, consistent with Fig. 6~a!. For Ca50.1 @Fig.
8~a!#, the film thickness behind the advancing bubble
clearly increases with wedge angle, whereas this is not so
Ca51 @Fig. 8~b!#, which again is consistent with Fig. 6~a!.
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III. UNSTEADY SELF-SIMILAR MOTION

A. The model

Consider now a semi-infinite bubble drawn at const
speedU into a wedge, the walls of which subtend an ang
2a and are stationary@Fig. 1~b!#. Symmetry about the mid-
plane is assumed, and again the pressure in the bubb
taken to be zero. We assume the existence of a sink at
vertex such that at timet<t0 , the bubble tip lies a distanc
U(t02t) from the wedge vertex.

We seek a similarity solution of the governing Stok
equations, parametrized by Ca5mU/g and the wedge angle
a. We scale lengths ona(t)5U(t02t)tan a ~the vertical
channel width at the bubble tip!, speeds onU tan a, and
pressure on the viscous scalemU tan a/a5m/(t02t). The
governing equations in the fluid are~1!, with

u50, on y5x tan a. ~23!

The symmetry condition~3! holds along y50, 0,x
<cota, and the stress condition~2a! holds along the bubble
interface, which lies aty5h(x) in x>cota ~see Fig. 9!. The
only time-derivative in the problem appears in the kinema
boundary condition (ht*

* 1u* hx*
* 5v* in dimensional vari-

ables!, so that in dimensionless variables this becomes

2h1xhx1uhx5v, on y5h~x!. ~24!

The dimensional fluxU 2(t02t)tan a Q(x), where
cense or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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Q5E
h(x)

x tan a

udy ~25!

~definingh[0 in 0,x,cota), therefore satisfies

Qx52h1xhx . ~26!

For x→`, h;bx where 0,b,a, so that the film depos
ited on the channel walls is wedge-shaped~see Fig. 9!, con-
sistent with the assumption of self-similarity. ThusQ→0 as
x→`, since here the deposited fluid is stationary with
spect to the channel walls. Likewise in 0,x,cota, where
h50, Q5S for some constantS,0 which represents the
strength of the sink at the vertex of the channel. Integrat
~26!, we therefore have

S5E
cot a

`

~h2xhx!dx. ~27!

The flow near the vertex of the wedge now has a sin
component, with streamfunctionc;g2(u) as r→0, where
g2 is given by ~7b!. The local pressure distribution isp
;p2(r ,u)1pk @as in ~8!#, and the pressure drop across t
bubble tip is therefore defined as

Dp52@p2~cot a,0!1pk#. ~28!

FIG. 6. ~a! l and~b! Dp vs a/p for values of Ca between 0.02~solid! and
10 ~dashed!. Dp for Ca510 has been reduced by a factor of 5.
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The aim of the computations presented below is to
termine the angle subtended by the deposited fluid we
(a2b; see Fig. 9! and the pressure dropDp as functions of
Ca anda. A boundary-element code was developed follo
ing closely the scheme outlined in Sec. II C, although it w
only possible to cover a reduced range ofa and Ca with
acceptable accuracy, for reasons outlined below. Again,
consider some important limiting cases before presenting
merical results in Sec. III D below.

B. Solution for Ca ™1

It is most convenient to derive the low-Ca solution
dimensional variables, denoted with asterisks. As in S
II D, at leading order the bubble tip forms a meniscus wh
is an arc of a circle of radius,

R* 5sin a U~ t02t !/~12sin a!, ~29!

which meets the wall at

FIG. 7. Curves show bubble widthy5h versus axial distancex for various
Ca ~only the upper half of the bubble shape is shown due to symmetry! for
wedge angles~a! a510° and~b! a545°. In order to fix the bubble tip at the
origin, cota is subtracted fromx ~see Fig. 2!. The solid line passing through
~0,1! denotes the upper channel wall; —, Ca50.05; ---, Ca50.5; -•-, Ca
52.
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~x* ,y* !5U~ t02t !
~11sin a!

cosa
~cosa,sin a!. ~30!

The speed of the contact point relative to the wall is theref
U(11sina)/cosa, so that the effective capillary number is

Ĉa5Ca~11sin a!/cosa. ~31!

The thickness of the deposited film is therefore@by analogy
to ~16!#

l* 5~3Ĉa!2/3G2

sin a U~ t02t !

12sin a
, ~32!

FIG. 8. Bubble widthy5h is plotted against axial distance for variou
wedge angles with~a! Ca50.1 and ~b! Ca51; — a55°; -•- a525°;
- - - a545°. Each straight line through~0,1! shows the corresponding chan
nel boundary.

FIG. 9. A bubble moving into a planar wedge.
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whereG2 is given in Sec. II D. Since the distance from th
vertex of the wedge to the contact point isR* /tan a, it fol-
lows thata2b;l* tan a/R* , and so

a2b;~3Ĉa!2/3G2tan a, for Ca!1. ~33!

Correspondingly, the dimensionless pressure drop acros
meniscus is

Dp;
1

Ca

~12sin a!

sin a
@11~3Ĉa!2/3G0G2#, for Ca!1.

~34!

C. The limit a\0

If the bubble tip is a dimensional distanceU(t02t) from
the vertex, then the channel width near the bubble tip
a(t);aU(t02t) for a!1. Since the channel is almos
parallel-sided here, the dimensional thickness of the dep
ited film is l0(Ca)a(t), and the dimensional pressure dro
across the bubble isgDp0(Ca)/a(t), where once againl0

and Dp0 are the film thickness and pressure drop of t
parallel-sided problem~as in Sec. II E!. The angle subtended
at the vertex by the deposited film is thereforel0a/U(t0

2t), so that the wedge angle and the dimensionless pres
drop are

a2b;al0~Ca!, Dp;
Dp0~Ca!

aCa
for a!1. ~35!

Once again we can define a composite approxima
that reduces to~33!, ~34! and ~35! in the appropriate limits:

a2b̂5l0~Ĉa!tan a, D p̂5
~12sin a!

Ca sina
Dp0~Ĉa!,

~36!

where Ĉa is given by~31!.

D. Results

The range of boundary-element results presented be
is smaller than those in Sec. II F, because the bubble
curvature increases rapidly witha and Ca while the interfa-
cial curvature decreases rapidly with distance from the
These curvatures could not be accurately resolved using
cubic spline polynomial approximation for the bubble sha
that was used in the boundary-element algorithm. Howe
sufficient coverage of parameter space is provided to giv
reasonably clear picture of the important behavior.

As before, we first compare numerical predictions ofa
2b and Dp against approximations for low Ca and lowa
given in ~33!–~36!. The effect of Ca on the deposited film
thickness is shown in Figs. 10~a! and 10~b!, indicating that
the anglea2b subtended by the deposited film, as a fracti
of the total wedge anglea, increases with Ca for fixeda.
For a55°, numerical results agree closely with the compo
ite solution based on~36! using Reinelt’s data,4 diverging
slightly as Ca increases. The composite approximation n
rally converges with the lubrication theory approximatio
~33! at small Ca, and as before~33! significantly overpredicts
the film thickness as Ca increases. The film thickness foa
520° @Fig. 10~b!# is uniformly thicker than the correspond
cense or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 10. The angle subtended by the deposited fil
(a2b)/a for ~a! a55° and~b!a520°, and pressure
drop, Dp Ca tana, versus Ca for~c! a55° and ~d!
a520°, using the boundary-element method~BEM!,
the composite approximation~36, COM! and lubrica-
tion theory~33, 34, LUB!.
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ing thickness fora55° for any Ca, and the composite a
proximation and numerical solution diverge at a lower C
indicating that the nontrivial effects of taper appear at low
Ca for largera.

To allow a comparison with the results in Sec. II F, w
plot the rescaled pressure dropDpCa tana ~which is
equivalent to scaling the dimensional pressure drop on
capillary scaleg/a) vs Ca fora55° anda520° in Figs.
10~c! and 10~d!. As in the steady problem, the pressure dr
is an increasing function of Ca for fixeda. For a55°, the
numerical solution agrees well with~36b! over a wide range
of Ca, and it converges with~34! for low Ca; again the
agreement with the composite solution is less good~as ex-
pected! for a520°.

The effect of varying the wedge angle on (a2b)/a, on
Dp Ca tana and on S tan a is shown in Fig. 11. For a
given Ca, increasing the wedge angle in the range show
Fig. 11~a! causes a modest increase in the film thickn
angle at smalla, and a more pronounced increase at mod
atea, consistent with the angular dependency ofa2b given
by ~33!. We found no evidence of the nonmonotonic beha
ior of film thickness that arises in the steady problem@Fig.
6~a!#, although we were only able to survey a narrower ran
of parameter space with acceptable numerical accuracy.
results suggest that the film thickness becomes increasi
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sensitive to Ca asa increases, unlike the steady proble
@Fig. 6~a!#. The corresponding rescaled pressure drop@Fig.
11~b!# decreases slightly witha for low Ca, and shows evi-
dence of weakly nonmonotonic behavior at larger Ca,
overall is largely insensitive toa for the parameters investi
gated. These results mask the strong dependence of th
mensional pressure drop ona through the scaling facto
tan a. The quantity S tan a, proportional to the sink
strengthS, decreases slightly with wedge angle@Fig. 11~c!#,
and for fixeda decreases with Ca. However, because
dimensional flux strength contains a factorU 2, the dimen-
sional sink strength actually increases in magnitude with
for fixed a.

The effect of varying Ca anda on bubble shape is
shown in Fig. 12. For a wedge angle of 20°, the curvature
the bubble tip and consequently the subtended wedge a
far from the tip increase with Ca@Fig. 12~a!#, which is ex-
pected from both the steady-state results in section II and
Bretherton problem. However, the film thickens very su
stantially as Ca increases, showing much stronger varia
with Ca than in Fig. 7. In Fig. 12~b!, the effect ofa on
bubble shape is shown for Ca50.1. Again we see a signifi
cantly greater increase in film thickness with increas
wedge angle than in Fig. 8, but much less change in
curvature of the bubble tip.
cense or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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IV. DISCUSSION

We have considered the two fundamental Stokes flo
illustrated in Fig. 1, in which a semi-infinite bubble advanc
into a two-dimensional channel, in order to examine the
fects of channel taper on the thickness of the film depos
on the channel walls and on the pressure drop across
bubble tip. In each case the flows are parametrized by
taper anglea and a capillary number Ca. In the steady pro
lem @Fig. 1~a!#, the deposited film thickness increases w
taper angle at low Ca, in line with predictions of lubricatio
theory, but at large Ca the film thickness falls quite sign
cantly asa increases@Fig. 6~a!#. Similar nonmonotonic be-
havior is seen for the pressure drop@Fig. 6~b!#. The param-
eter regime in which this behavior occurs suggests that it
predominantly viscous, rather than capillary, phenomen
The underlying mechanism is hard to explain in simp
physical terms, however, because quite different behavio
observed in the unsteady problem@Fig. 1~b!#. Here, the de-
posited film thickness~measured as a fraction of the tot
wedge angle subtended by the wedge-shaped film! always
increases monotonically witha and Ca, at least for the rang
of parameter values that we investigated numerically@Fig.
11~a!#, and~perhaps for largely geometric reasons! the thick-
ness is much more sensitive to changes ina and Ca in the

FIG. 11. ~a! The angle subtended by the deposited film, (a2b)/a, ~b!
pressure drop,Dp Ca tana, and~c! sink strength,S tan a, versusa/p for
several Ca using the boundary element method.
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unsteady problem. For the steady problem, the primary ef
of taper appears to be to increase the effective capillary n
ber of the flow by reducing the curvature of the bubble
~Fig. 8!, so increasing the relative importance of viscous
capillary forces. This effect is not reflected in the unstea
problem for the parameter values that we investigated.
important message of the present study is therefore tha
sults for steady free-surface Stokes flows cannot be relia
extrapolated to analogous unsteady problems.

Our original motivation for this study came from an in
vestigation of the reopening of flooded and collapsed lu
airways.12 We modeled this process as a pair of wet me
branes being peeled apart by an advancing bubble. In de
oping a rational asymptotic description of this physic
model,20 in the limit of large membrane tension~ensuring
uniformly small membrane slopes!, it is necessary to have
available the results of the ‘‘Bretherton’’ problem at arbitra
Ca, plus the leading-order effects of weak tapera!1. In the
present study we provide this important correction, throu
the function

l1~Ca!5
] l

] a
~0,Ca!, ~37!

for which an approximate regression formula is provided

FIG. 12. ~a! The effect of Ca on bubble shape fora520°. ~b! The effect of
wedge angle on bubble shape for Ca50.1.
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the Appendix. Note from~22! that l1;l0(Ca).0 for a
!1. We find numerically thatl1.0 for Ca&10.74, and is
negative for larger Ca. While this correction improves t
accuracy of the asymptotic reopening model where me
brane slopes are small, the asymptotic model significa
underestimates the bubble pressure required to reopen a
lapsed channel at large Ca where slopes start to grow. Fi
6~a! provides one obvious explanation for this. At large C
extrapolation of thel curves from their gradients ata50
significantly overestimates the deposited film thickne
which consequently leads to erroneously high predictions
bubble pressure in the reopening problem. The results in
airway reopening study therefore suggest that the effect
hibited in Fig. 6~a! at largea and Ca contributes directly to
an increase the pressure required to reinflate a collapsed
airway.

The two problems examined here belong to a wider cl
of problems involving bubbles in tapered channels. We co
naturally consider a long, finite-length bubble entering a c
verging or diverging channel: by treating the nose of
bubble in a converging channel, we have considered h
only one out of four canonical configurations. Such proble
find direct application to viscous fingering problem
Reinelt,18 for example, computed the corrections to fil
thickness and pressure drop due to channel taper for Ca!1
when investigating instabilities of a viscous liquid partia
filling the gap between two eccentric rotating cylinders. O
results provide an extension of these results~for a meniscus
entering a converging channel! to finite Ca and finite tape
angles, that could be exploited to extend stability analyse
fingering problems. Present analyses include that
Ruschak,8 for example, who gives the boundary of stabili
in the steady problem in (a,Ca)-space, showing that the e
fects of taper are only weakly stabilizing to fingering ins
bilities for systems that are laterally unconfined. Vario
similarity solutions for analogous two-dimensional~2-D! po-
tential ~Hele–Shaw! flows between parallel plates in conve
gent or divergent wedge-shaped domains have also bee
plored in the context of the selection problem in the limit
small surface tension~e.g., Refs. 27–30!. No selection prob-
lem arises when viscous effects are present, although
present results can now be used to provide improved bou
ary conditions for Hele–Shaw flows between nonpara
plates.
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APPENDIX: REGRESSION FORMULAS

The following are regression formulas for film thickne
in a parallel-sided channel6 for Ca.0.01,

l0~Ca!'0.417~12exp@21.69 Ca0.5025# !,

pressure drop in a parallel-sided channel20
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log10~Dp/Ca!'22.0085818.92426

3exp@20.038332~Z15!2.17398#

10.898217Z, ~A1!

whereZ[ log10 Ca, and the leading-order effect of taper o
film thickness~37!,

l1'0.076920.04119z24.6331023z2

14.4631023z312.4744231024z4

22.1295431024z522.5126431025z6, ~A2!

wherez[ log Ca.
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